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20 May 2008 
Dear Carolyn 
 
 
Re Private Press Briefings 
 
We write to express our disquiet at the contents of the private press briefings that have 
been given by the LSC over the course of last week and prior to the issue of the 
forthcoming consultation on Family Graduated Fees for the Bar. 
 
On 13th May 2008 we were contacted by a journalist seeking our response to proposals, 
advanced in a private briefing, to cut fees for publicly funded family barristers by 15%.  
The journalist also enquired as to our view on your proposal to further reduce those fees 
thereafter so as to obtain parity with fees paid to solicitor advocates.  We of course had to 
give a response.   
 
You will appreciate that it is somewhat concerning to us that, prior to the consultation on 
Family Graduate Fees being issued and responses garnered, the LSC appears already to 
be indicating to the press what the results of that consultation process will be. 
 
Of particular concern is the information provided to The Time’s newspaper by Crispin 
Passmore, which information subsequently appeared in an article on 19th May 2008.  In 
that article, Mr Passmore is quoted as asserting in respect of family barristers that, “The 
average annual earnings from family legal aid work is £140,000 – and that doesn’t 
include any privately paid work they might do. So we are not talking about the minimum 
wage.” 
 
We would respectfully suggest that Mr Passmore’s bald and seemingly unsupported 
generalisation is entirely inimical to the constructive dialogue the LSC claims now to 



seek with practitioner organisations.  Does Mr Passmore seek to suggest that a junior 
barrister of 2 years call earns £140,000 per year plus private fee income?  Is the figure he 
provides net or gross of tax?  Does the figure include or exclude VAT?   How was the 
figure calculated?   We presume that the journalist simply omitted to quote the data and 
associated analysis that Mr Passmore provided to support his assertion and that such data 
and analysis is available and will be provided as part of the consultation process. 
 
The journalist who contacted our organisation following your press briefing also made 
clear that you have figures indicating that the number of family barristers doing publicly 
funded work has increased.  Once again, we take it that the data and associated analysis 
which was presumably provided to the press to support this assertion will be made 
available as part of the consultation process. 
 
In our letter to you of 27th March 2007 concerning the Unified Contract we noted that 
Lord Carter had graphically described in his report the poor relationship between the 
Commission and practitioners.  You will of course be aware that the Constitutional 
Affairs Select Committee also highlighted the dilapidated state of relations and the 
concomitant need to re-build trust. 
 
It is therefore with regret that we are compelled to write once again with another example 
of the LSC acting in a manner entirely inconsistent with the maintenance of an open and 
constructive relationship with practitioners. 
 
We look forward to receiving your reply to our concerns.  We would be grateful if you 
could indicate within that reply the precise nature of the information provided in the 
recent press briefing, including the data and analysis which yields the figure quoted by 
Mr Passmore, in order that we may respond fairly to the enquiries we are receiving from 
the press.   We would also be grateful if you could confirm whether the press briefing 
constituted part of the imminent consultation or was a precursor to it. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
Caroline Little and Alistair MacDonald 
Co Chairs, Association of Lawyers for Children 
 
 
cc. Lord Hunt of Kings Heath 
 Timothy Dutton QC 
 Des Hudson 


